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36.

Action

“Grow up or die!” cried Bill Maher, strutting camera-ward while concluding his movie Religulous. Humanity will supposedly destroy itself in self-fulfilled prophecy, unless it eschews superstition and embraces Bill’s version of rationalism. Scripture does predict a cataclysmic end, whether caused by God,
thermonuclear bombs, global warming, fiery asteroids, or supernovae. It’s also proclaimed as a certainty. However, that could be eons away, not affecting our duty to act righteously.
Bill’s philosophy of “I don’t know” indicates wisdom but achieves little. Jesus Christ stated
“You shall know the truth.” So I harness both scientific and religious views while promoting rationalism
and objectivity, following the evidence wherever it leads.
My conclusions: Though most religion is bad, good religion is necessary. Good religion should engender hope, morality, courage, a goal higher than one’s personal interests, personal responsibility, and the
seeking of society’s greater good. It must harmonize with science and logic. It should also satisfy the
non-religious, who can re-place the idea of “God” with Nature, and likewise benefit from its principles.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------My theological views: One Absolute God created our universe, its laws, and creatures exactly how He
intended. His ideas did not evolve from bumbling trial and error learning processes. Evil exists because creation is allowed to exercise free will, without which we would be robots, not creatures capable
of love. The love God desires and by which He loves is tough love, not foolish love or sentimentality.
This love is of absolute importance, since God needs nothing else. Love which results in obeying God
will be rewarded after this earthly testing period ends; disobedience will be punished.
Jesus Christ was God personified. Although many worldviews have truth, God incarnate
would logically have compete truth. Therefore, ideas can only be correct if they do not contradict Christ.
Although Christ made His bride the Church the authority which accurately expressed His will, every
single Christian group today deviates from this earliest Church. Christendom is now highly compromised, diluted, and distorted by selfish agendas. Following the consensus of the apostolic fathers would
restore truth and unity.
Although only loving and caring for your immediate family is natural, we are called to
something supernatural. Heaven will consist of loving intimate relationships with those outside our immediate families. And for everyone to get along, people must love and care about their neighbors. That
is, a prudent love that properly evaluates others. And we cannot properly evaluate others via intuition,
vibes, or psychoanalysis. These pseudoscientific ideas have no validity whatsoever.
Though everyone’s spirit has equal value and allows free will, the biology of diverse individuals is very unequal. Since biology largely controls behavior we must focus on cultivating desirable
biology. Political correctness must be replaced by honest study of human nature. Furthermore, we are
appointed stewards and temporary masters of God’s world.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So I would enforce the following to create great societies:
SELF-SUFFICENCY

A)
Racial Self-sufficiency: If the races were truly equal, there would be no push for race mixing.
Race mixing forces some races to cater to others while other races leech off more successful ones. And
since most people prefer members of their own race, race mixing causes violent conflicts. This cultural
Marxism is a gigantic fraud foisted upon humanity. Instead, separatism is natural, as Red Delicious
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apple trees and crabapple trees remain separate, and are either cultivated or allowed to deplete based on
their own merits or lack thereof. Therefore:
*Complete racial and ethnic separatism: returning all members of foreign races to their countries or regions of origin. Reservations can be made for mixed families to continue their liberal social experiment.
*If that fails, repeal forced integration of schools and neighborhoods, outlaw affirmative action, and
outlaw subsequent interracial marriages.
*Triple efforts to combat illegal immigration; end Third World immigration. Massive deportation of illegal immigrants.
*Everyone in the community must speak, read, and write one uniform language.
*Build a giant perimeter wall if not already in place. See XXXIII-XXXIV.Race Wars. After racial and
cultural self-containment is accomplished:
B)
National Self-sufficiency: *End all financial aid to other nations. Either incompetent foreign nations should shrink due to inefficiency, should not be independent nations but tributaries, or should be
absorbed into another nation. This is the natural order. Those intent on helping those in other nations in
non-monetary ways must require them to practice strict birth control.
*Dismantle all international banks such as Goldman-Sachs and abolish Federal Reserve Systems. Instead, rely on a National Bank.1
*Withdraw from the United Nations.
*Eradicate overseas companies and overseas job transfers.
*Eliminate as many imports and exports as is feasible.
*Stop doing business with anyone from a foreign country if feasible.
*No involvement whatsoever in any foreign war. See XXIII.Peace and Love?
After national self-containment is accomplished:
WEED OUT BAD ELEMENTS

*Death penalty for all hard drug kingpins (cocaine, crack, crystal meth, devil’s breath, flakka, heroin,
krokodil, PCP, and all similar drugs), mass murderers, organized crime bosses, those caught torturing animals, and for treason.
*Castrate rapists and child molesters, then release them from prison when the remaining excess testosterone leaves their system. I refute the idea that rape is primarily a crime of violence instead of sex in
XXXII.Women’s Rights 2 under 5) Sex Drive.
*All known hard drug addicts forced to either enter a treatment center or prison.
*Mercenaries disallowed; all war profits confiscated.
*Eradicate gambling casinos, Internet gambling, lottery tickets, racetrack betting, pawnshops, and usury.
*All tobacco sales prohibited. See XX.Technology under Smoking.
*All pornographic magazines and videos outlawed; national blocks on all Internet pornography, advertisement of all “escorts” stopped, all phone sex lines disconnected. All strip clubs, erotic massage parlors, adult bookstores, and sex toy shops bulldozed into the ground.
*Alcohol sales prohibited; see XIX.Psychiatry under Alcoholism and Drunkenness.
*Eradicate tattoo, body piercing, and body modification shops.
*Eradicate degenerate and subversive movies, TV shows, music, magazines, newspapers, and books.
Promote wholesome and traditional viewpoints instead.
*Outward signs of street gang and motorcycle gang affiliation outlawed. Public dress codes enforced.
*Eradicate psychiatry and psychology jobs and mental institutions; all medication prescribed by primary
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care physicians; buddy systems implemented to address people’s mental and emotional needs.
See: XIX.Psychiatry.
In summary, the activities of individuals must not work against the common good. After the bad elements are weeded out, address:
LIFE’S NECESSITIES

*The State shall do its best to provide a livelihood for its men.
*Those whose homes were repossessed through unscrupulous or unfortunate circumstances have their
homes paid for by the government so homeowners can keep them. Those whose homes fall under imminent domain get double the property value in return.
*Gas companies cannot turn off heat in wintertime; those who did not pay their heating bill make it up
another way.
*Since landlords do little more than take people’s money, curtail the amount of rent landlords may
charge. Increase legal rights of tenants; decrease those of landlords. Major crackdown on slumlords; all
housing and storage units must have secure locks, be free from animal or bug infestation, ceilings must
not leak, refrigerators, toilets, heating, air conditioning, and water must work. Landlords prohibited from
manipulating tenants, such as dividing a house into three units and renting the garage to yet another,
thereby collecting four rents, or deceiving prospective tenants with bait and switch tactics.
*Double the amount of homeless sheltering.
*All items of life’s necessity, such as food, clothing, shelter, medicine, et cetera, shall be tax free.
SOCIAL PROBLEMS

*Government subsidized courses educate people and coerce them to work towards dismantling the unrighteous social scale based on mere petty differences. Free classes for understanding mental conditions. See XXVI-XXVII.Social Lunacy.
*Teach boys to build lifetime friendships, communicate with, and support one another. Educate students
in proper communication; see XXV.Communication Fails.
*Hospital visitors no longer restricted to immediate family. Also, a buddy system for visiting people in
hospitals, nursing homes, and prisons who don’t get any visitors, including comfort animals.
*Severely handicapped men who cannot marry receive free medicine to dampen their sex drive. Free
pets for companionship, if desired. Agencies to organize groups of singles who cannot marry and who
are without families into makeshift families under one roof.
*Major restructuring so companies no longer benefit from long-distance job transfers, which sever relationships.
*Government helps
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY
*Cannot obtain a divorce for any reason except adultery, and criminalize adultery.
*Same-sex marriage and adoption eradicated. Gay parades outlawed. Gay bars and bathhouses torn
down. See XXX.Homosexuality.
*Outlaw polygamy
*Organized paid groups of regulators prevent wife and child abuse by physically punishing husbands.
*Severe legal penalty for deadbeat husbands, fathers, and welfare cheats.
*Parents legally responsible for children until age 26, and for handicapped children for life.
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*Put women back in the home, then close down daycare centers. These rules were the recipe for marital
and family stability throughout history, while marriages are in shambles today.
*Return to historical and fixed gender roles: Young women given in marriage; husbands have complete
authority. Women to never hold any job traditionally held by men; *single* women cannot own property; women cannot vote.
*“Sex changes” outlawed.
*Abortion and artificial insemination outlawed. Patriarchy functioned, helped maintain the stability of
the nuclear family, and remained unchallenged for many thousands or perhaps millions of years. See
XXXI-XXXII.Women’s Rights.
*Separate boys and girl’s schools only, so students focus on learning without
being sidetracked by personal drama, and two different curriculums, appropriated towards their
respective sexes.
*No sex education, neo-Darwinism, relativism, or other liberal agendas. Exhaustive history courses
replace those which only teach selective history, which masks or besmirches historical values.
*Courses must have real world relevance.
*Teach students logic, the art of debate, have a stronger emphasis on reading, and promote intellectual
PROPER EDUCATION

games and puzzles which stimulate intelligence and help prevent dementia in old age.
*Triple the number of schools for students with special needs.
*If schools don’t radically improve, help parents have the option of home schooling their children.
MOLDING BETTER PEOPLE

*Massive implementation of Eugenics and Genetic Engineering. See XX.Technology under Controlling
Hereditary Factors with Science.
*Mandatory sterilization or birth control such as Norplant as a condition of welfare assistance; no exceptions.2
*Major crackdown on children being a public nuisance. Corporal punishment implemented in homes,
schools, and elsewhere.
*Completely eliminate the bail system (attempts to buy, sell, and manipulate the principles of right and
wrong), and disallow the insanity defense.
*No television in prison; instead, religious services and instruction available to all prisoners.
*Severe crackdown on prison rape.
*Convicts must learn trades and have assigned duties; slothfulness results in solitary confinement and removal
of all privileges until there is compliance. Chain gangs pick up litter and animal poop, sweep up broken glass,
shovel snow, and suchlike.
ENVIRONMENT

*Protection of animals, plants, air, and waterways quadrupled. Superfluous industrial areas torn down and national
parks created in their place. Strip mining and deforestation outlawed while doubling recycling efforts. Outlaw lawn
chemicals, hairspray, and similar environment-harming compounds.
*Efforts to find and implement alternative energy sources tripled.
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*Noise pollution: System restructured so roads and buildings aren’t under constant construction. Gasoline
powered leaf blowers, lawn-mowers, and chainsaws outlawed. Electric leaf blowers and chainsaws highly
restricted. Smoke detectors to emit only a fraction of their current decibel level and be severely restricted.
Smoke detectors malfunction, emitting a deafening shriek at all hours. Increased fire safety prevention instead.
Disallow cell phones in libraries, bookstores, theatres, cinemas, and while driving.
*Only bicycles and horse-drawn vehicles allowed for the common person wherever feasible.
*Major restructuring in order to revert to a bicycle, horse, buggy, stagecoach, and sleigh society.
Massive efforts to create electric trolley lines where bicycle and horse transportation is impractical. For
a thorough treatment of this subject, read XX.Technology.
CRUSH CAPITALISM
*All credit cards and store coupons outlawed. All items to sell for exact monetary amounts, speeding up

and simplifying shopping. See XXI.Money under Coupons and Sales Blowouts.
*Outlaw telemarketing, door-to-door soliciting, and panhandling.

*Complete honesty in products and services: Attempt to eliminate all misleading advertising, products
designed to quickly break, used parts in new products, inferior parts in high quality products, and unnecessary work. All hidden fees and surcharges eliminated. Those who violate these standards are prosecuted, and triple the current penalty for financial scammers and criminal abuse by professionals.
*Cannot be sued for unnecessary reasons or excessive amounts. A relatively low fee ceiling so hospitals
and doctors cannot rob severely ill or injured patients. No police reports or insurance claims for hitting
another vehicle, unless the accident impedes the struck vehicle’s drivability.
CRUSH COMMUNISM/BLOATED GOVERNMENT

*Eliminate democracy, which doesn’t work.(3) An obvious problem is that it causes the will of those
with average intelligence (the majority), to dominate, instead of the will of gifted geniuses.
*Eliminate complicated bureaucracy which results in nonsensical legal loopholes, aggravation, wasting
time and money, and the need for lawyers for matters which should be simple.
*No estate tax; next of kin automatically inherits money and property, not the government.
*Abolish the income tax and the IRS. Instead, have a Value Added Tax of around 15%; the disadvantaged get VAT credits.
*Demolish unnecessary public housing projects.
*Mandatory drug testing of all welfare recipients. Those who test positive are ineligible for welfare. No
welfare for single mothers.
*No more tax money for evolutionary biology, big bang cosmology, research on sexual fetishes, obscene
“artwork,” and other nonsense. *Prohibit pro-Marxist unions.
NATIONAL SOCIALISM

*Fill government posts primarily based on character and abilities instead of party considerations or special interests.
*Elderly care improved dramatically; the government absorbs the cost. Social security checks for senior
citizens increased by one hundred percent.
*Universal healthcare implemented.
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*Disability checks of severely mentally and physically handicapped persons doubled, unburdening their
families. Service animals freely trained and provided whenever appropriate.
*1,000% increase in funding to cure Asperger’s, autism, ADHD, Tourette’s, OCD, spinal cord injuries,
muscular dystrophy, and other conditions.
*Intelligent men with mental disabilities get limitless help and specialized job placement so they can use
their brains instead of working menial jobs.
*Government funds the college tuition for every gifted diligent student whose family cannot afford it.
*Every capable man must perform physical or mental work.
*Increased wages for all blue collar workers.
*Encourage the establishment of National-Socialist trade unions.
*All large industrial enterprises must allow profit sharing.
*Nationalization of all business corporations.
*The State shall pay for lawyers of the highest caliber for every accused citizen.
I credit “25 Points of National Socialism” for some of these ideas.4
MAKING RELIGION EFFECTIVE AND BENEFICIAL

Although traditional religion should be encouraged:
*Outlaw professional palm, tarot, horoscope, and crystal reading, spirit mediums, and “ESP psychics.”
*Make it illegal for televangelists to pressure viewers for money.
*Disallow all groups harmful to nature or society, including nonsensical groups such as Scientology,
those which cause division, such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, and subversive groups such as Freemasonry.
*Every religious group forced to sell their building; the money goes back into congregant’s pockets or is
used for important causes. Demolish the buildings or make them into something else, while congregants
meet in private homes. This would likely change their focus from money and pompous display into love
and fellowship.
*Integration of conservative religious bodies and States so religions are not rendered impotent, and so
their righteous policies can be enforced. If righteous policies are not implemented, those who share
these values should either overthrow their government or succeed from their government, forming their
own country of likeminded people.
Those in positions of power must be galvanized to enact these improvements. Without
radical restructuring, everyone is surely headed to destruction. Even common nuisances and negativity
have a cumulative effect of discouraging people, lowering morale, and preventing them from having satisfying lives, which leads to the bigger problems. However, major problems can be just as easily corrected as it was to cause them.
If we could travel to any period of history, from the beginning of the world until the nineteenth century, most arguments against me would vanish. Amazingly, people act like modern societies
are incredibly advanced and everyone from every previous era was ignorant. This is like a know-it-all
teenager who thinks his parents are stupid. Hopefully the teenager in us will mature and embrace the
timeless wisdom. For example, the so-called “Dark Ages” are documented as being an era of enlightenment, instead of its common mischaracterization.(5) When confronted with truth, what will our attitude
be; arrogant denial or humble cooperation?
Nobody ever thinks they’re wrong. If they felt their position was wrong, they would not
hold that position. And though making money and other daily living is regarded as completely objective,
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philosophical matters are viewed in a subjective and overly emotional way. Many twist, turn, and
squirm as much as possible when defending their presuppositions. Even after becoming trapped in a
logical bind, some continue to deny obvious truth despite the consequences. Pride, fear, and brainwashing prevent people from recognizing error, so they cannot learn or change. So do as much personal
soul searching, research, and analysis as possible before being smug about your beliefs.
Again, advanced education can be counterproductive, because one’s area of study might be
built on false premises, trapping one into a system. And charismatic personalities who stroke our ego and
tell us what we want to hear have held titles merely because of popular vote, while they have their own
hidden agenda.
Furthermore, my writings introduce various topics to inspire readers to do further research;
they do not give exhaustive treatments on any subject. Therefore I advocate reading entire books on any
subject that grabbed you. We CAN know the truth, and thereby be free.
NEXT PAGE
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